Deaf Children’s Science Content Learning in Direct Instruction Versus Interpreted Instruction
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Abstract: This research study compared learning of 6-9th grade deaf students under two modes of educational delivery – interpreted vs. direct instruction using science lessons. Nineteen deaf students participated in the study in which they were taught six science lessons in American Sign Language. In one condition, the lessons were taught by a hearing teacher in English and were translated in ASL via a professional and certified interpreter. In the second condition, the lessons were taught to the students in ASL by a deaf teacher. All students saw three lessons delivered via an interpreter and three different lessons in direct ASL; the order of delivery of each presentation was counter balanced between the two groups of students. Following the instruction, each group was tested on the science lecture materials with six comprehension questions. Results indicated that deaf students who received direct instruction in ASL from the deaf teacher scored higher on content knowledge.
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Picture a classroom in a school district where a teacher is explaining the skeletal system of a prehistoric dinosaur. The teacher has a model of the Tyrannosaurus Rex on a table and is pointing out each bone in the dinosaur. The Smartboard has a projected list of the names of various bones and their relative sizes. Each student has a worksheet in front of them and they are labeling the bones. Twenty-six fifth graders have their eyes glued to the teacher, the model, and the Smartboard. The twenty-seventh student is looking back and forth between the model, the screen, the worksheet, and another adult. The other adult who draws her focus is her educational interpreter. The twenty-seventh student is deaf, and she watches the interpreter who is translating the teacher’s spoken lecture into American Sign Language.

This study examines the deaf and hard of hearing middle school students’ learning experience in science education between educational situations where the information is communicated directly and through a certified sign language interpreter. The primary
research question was, “Do deaf students learn different amounts of information in direct communication conditions compared to interpreted conditions using science lessons?” The secondary research question was whether the deaf students’ language background made a difference in their comprehension of the science lessons in one or both conditions.

**SCIENCE EDUCATION FOR DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING STUDENTS**

Lane-Outlaw (2009) describes, “In ASL/English bilingual secondary science classrooms, teachers use both languages to teach concepts and skills to students, but little is known about how this instruction is accomplished” (p. vii). We know very little about effective teaching approaches and how deaf children learn both languages, English and ASL, in bilingual classrooms. Erting (2001) explains that deaf students arrive at school without the same background knowledge and linguistic skills as their hearing peers. This often leads to an educational focus on language instruction. Lane-Outlaw (2009) explains that too often deaf education programs focus on teaching language other than science which is also an important life skill in understanding how science works around us in this world. Without integrating content knowledge and language instruction, deaf students fall further behind in content knowledge (McIntosh, Sulzen, Reeder, & Kidd, 1994). Sunal and Burch (1982) suggest that the deaf education programs build science knowledge on top of teaching language, cognitive and developmental skills.

There is not much research on science education with deaf students (Mangrubang, 2004; Moores, Jathro, & Creech, 2001). The research that has been conducted related to science education with deaf students in general has not looked specifically at science instruction or language use, yet many of the recommendations for future research include investigating the use of sign language in science instruction (Molander, Pedersen & Norell, 2001; Roald, 2002; Roald & Mikalsen, 2000; Sunal & Burch, 1982). While there have been numerous studies conducted related to reading and language instruction with deaf students, very little research has been conducted on deaf students’ language, literacy, or instruction in content areas (Lane-Outlaw, 2009).

**TODAY’S DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING STUDENTS**

Today, a majority of deaf and hard of hearing children in America receive educational services under the current federal laws. The most recent Gallaudet Research Institute Annual Survey of deaf and hard of hearing children and youth’s national data in 2011-2012 shows that 23,700 deaf and hard of hearing students were identified in the country. Approximately 68% of these students were currently attending mainstreamed programs, 22% were attending schools for the deaf (Gallaudet Research Institute, 2012). Of the deaf and hard of hearing students who are mainstreamed, 58% of students were fully mainstreamed with their hearing classmates, 26% were enrolled in self-contained classrooms and the remaining 16% of mainstreamed students used resource classrooms to aid them with their studies (Gallaudet Research
Institute). A form of educational service is the use of educational interpreters who work in K-12 school settings. At least 14% of mainstreamed deaf and hard of hearing students had sign language interpreters in their classrooms (Gallaudet Research Institute).

EDUCATIONAL INTERPRETING AND SCIENCE EDUCATION

Research interest in learning through sign language interpreting has emerged in the more recent years (see Kluwin & Stewart, 2000; Marschark, Sapere, Convertino, & Seewagen, 2005; Stewart & Kluwin, 1996). In general, some people are led to believe that interpreted instruction is equal, in amount of information delivery, compared to direct instruction (i.e., the teacher provides information directly to the student in the students’ primary language). There is a huge assumption that language access through an interpreter is complete and that interpreters are adequate language models for deaf children, but many professionals who are knowledgeable about interpreting dispute this (Hopper, 2011; Ramsey 1997; Schick, Williams & Bolster, 1999). The assumption is that providing educational interpreters for deaf and hard of hearing students in mainstreamed settings is adequate. However, Schick (2004) argues, “educating children with the use of an interpreter is (still) an educational experiment” (p. 73).

Literature regarding educational interpreting provides considerable information about the qualifications and roles of interpreters and the various interpreter preparation programs. Information regarding how deaf and hard of hearing students benefit from being in an interpreted educational setting within science education is limited (Jones, Clark, & Soltz, 1997). In Solomon’s (2012) whitepaper based on input from those who attended the National Science Foundation’s two-day event, “Workshop for Emerging Deaf and Hard of Hearing Scientists” May 17-18, 2012, it states that many of the challenges faced by deaf students and professionals are related to the lack of qualified and experienced interpreters which has an effect on their access to communication. Graham, Solomon, Marchut, Kushalnagar, & Painter (2012) describes that deaf and hard of hearing students reported difficulty in following lecturers with those interpreters who did not have scientific training. We need to be able “to identify the skill set, knowledge base, and other attributes that sign language interpreters must possess in order to provide effective services for deaf professionals in the STEM fields” (Grooms, 2015).

Napier & Barker (2004) found that deaf students do not comprehend as much as we or they think they do from interpreted lectures. Grooms (2015) states “there has been no research to date regarding STEM interpreting as a specialty in the field” and recommends that Interpreter Preparation Programs consider adding STEM as a specialty in addition to the other six most common areas of specialization. Those six areas of specialization for interpreters were identified as 1) legal, 2) medical, 3) mental health, 4) K-12 education, 5) post-secondary education settings, and 6) providing services for people who are Deaf-Blind (Walker & Shaw, 2012). Grooms (2015) also states “Research on interpreting in the STEM fields should focus on the experiences of Deaf students and professionals in the STEM disciplines and their
experiences with interpreters to tease out the necessary competencies interpreters must have to provide effective services in those disciplines”.

Literature clearly shows that deaf and hard of hearing students need competent interpreters as some of them might choose science as their chosen career. Little research exists on how deaf students learn and process information using a third party – the interpreter – in the science classroom.

THE EDUCATIONAL INTERPRETER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT (EIPA)

The Educational Interpreter Performance Assessment (EIPA) is a metric tool designed to evaluate the voice-to-sign and sign-to-voice interpreting skills of interpreters who work in elementary and secondary school classroom settings (Schick, Williams, & Bolster, 1999). The EIPA assesses performance skills of interpreters working in K-12 educational settings. The EIPA rates interpreters on a scale of 1-5 in 36-38 different skill areas. Educational interpreters who score in the 3.5 – 4.0 range, while often quite competent, miss some information and inaccurately convey other information. Recent analysis of EIPA data demonstrated that 63% of EIPA evaluations (n = 8,680) were 3.5 or higher (3.5 is a common state minimum standard; Johnson, Schick, and Bolster, 2014; see also Schick, Williams, & Kupermitz, 2006). Schick et al. (2006) also found that the average EIPA score (0-5 scale) for individuals who attended an interpreter training program versus those who had not, and those with and without a bachelor’s degree, did not show significant statistically different between these groups. A recent analysis of data from the Educational Interpreter Performance Assessment database (EIPA; Johnson, Schick, & Bolster, 2014) collected and evaluated more than 18,000 EIPA evaluations from 2002 to 2014. While we have a fairly good idea of what our current educational interpreters’ skills are today, we are still learning more about how deaf children learn through educational interpreters and teachers in educational settings.

Based on the literature review, there is very little information related to what we know about how deaf and hard of hearing students learn science lesson materials through direct communication using ASL and a certified sign language interpreter. The researchers wanted to find out by conducting a study in this area. As the field of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) continues to grow and become an even more important subject leading to jobs and career pathways for deaf and hard of hearing population in the future, the researchers wanted to learn more about how much deaf and hard of hearing students are able to acquire information related to science lesson materials through both conditions – direct communication via American Sign Language and through a sign language certified interpreter.

METHOD

Participants
The participants in this study included a total of 19 individuals who were between the ages of 11 and 15 years and between the grade levels of 6th and 9th grade (see Table 1, next page). Twelve participants were from direct communication environments (i.e., residen-
tial schools for the deaf and day schools for the deaf) and seven participants were in mainstreamed programs with interpreters (i.e., public school). Five native-signing participants who were raised by deaf and signing parents and seven non-native signing participants who were born to hearing parents who learned sign language after they were born were from the direct communication environments, and four native signing participants and three non-native signing participants were from the mainstreamed programs. Sixteen participants reported the use American Sign Language (ASL) as their primary communication mode, two participants use contact signing, and one participant uses both ASL and contact signing.

**Materials**
The researchers recruited a certified general education hearing teacher who taught science at the middle school level, and a certified teacher of the deaf, secondary-level, who had undergraduate education in mathematics and science. The hearing teacher had a master’s degree in ecology and had eight years of science teaching experience at a middle school. The deaf teacher is a native user of ASL and had seven years of experience teaching math and science to both deaf and hearing students at the secondary and postsecondary levels. An interpreter who was certified by the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID) and had several years of interpreting full-time at the secondary level in an educational setting was identified. The interpreter holds a Certificate of Interpretation (CI) and Certificate of Transliteration (CT) from the RID with a 5.0 EIPA certification level (the highest possible level given by EIPA). The interpreter is a native signer, a child of deaf adults (her first language is ASL) with more than twenty-five years of interpreting experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Native Signers ((n = 10))</th>
<th>Non-Native Signers ((n = 9))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean Age ((SD))</td>
<td>13.1 (1.5)</td>
<td>13.4 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender ((n))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender ((n))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Students' demographic information*
First, six lesson plans were developed about science topics that were not commonly used in today’s science curriculum, but at the same time contained information that was appropriate for participants at the middle school level. The lessons were designed for participants to be able to follow the instruction relatively easily. The six science topics were as follows: (1) Conservation Tillage; (2) Importance of Trees in Rural Areas: Living Snowfences; (3) Reef-building Corals; (4) How Islands Form; (5) Forensic Archaeology; and (6) Radioactive Dating. Once the six lesson plans were developed with input from both science teachers, pre-tests and post-tests were developed.

There were six questions for each lesson with a total of thirty-six questions across the six lessons. For example, in the “How Island Form” section, the six questions that were asked during pre-test and post-test are:

1) How did New Zealand become isolated from the mainland of Australia?
2) How did the Florida Keys appear?
3) Imagine you are a scientist, someone asks you how islands are formed. How would you explain it to that person? Be sure to include two different ways of island formation.
4) How do the geological and geographical features of islands affect the people who live on them?
5) Hypothesize about the effect a future ice age would have on the world’s largest islands and their plants and animals.
6) How long do you think it takes to form islands? Justify your thoughts.

A rubric for the first question, “How did New Zealand become isolated from the mainland of Australia?” include points that range from 0 to 4. An example of the rubric include some possible answers to earn points on the measurement scale include: 4 Points – “Some bodies of land were cut off from the mainland and became islands. For example, there are the polar ice caps on the map. During the last ice age the ice caps were larger. More of Earth’s water was frozen at the poles, and the oceans were shallower. Sea levels rose dramatically at the end of the Ice Age as Earth warmed and the polar ice caps began to melt. When the ice melted, about 10,000 years ago, some bodies of land that had been connected to continents were cut off from the mainland and became islands. This is how the islands of New Zealand became isolated from the mainland of Australia”; 3 Points – “Sea levels rose dramatically at the end of Ice Age as Earth warmed and the polar ice caps began to melt. When the ice melted, about 10,000 years ago, some bodies of land that had been connected to continents were cut off from the mainland and became islands”; 2 Points – “When the ice melted, about 10,000 years ago, some bodies of land that had been connected to continents were cut off from the mainland and became islands.”; 1 Point – “Sea levels rose and cut off some land from island.” or “It happened 10,000 years ago.”, and 0 Point – Blank/No response, “I don’t know” response or incorrect response such as “There was an earthquake and the plates moved”. For full information related to all questions and rubric measurements, see Kurz (2004).

Finally, the last phase was to produce videotapes of the lectures. Both the hearing teacher/interpreter and deaf teacher used
exactly the same scripts that were written in English for all six lesson plans. The deaf teacher translated the English version script/lesson into ASL and the hearing teacher translated the English version script/lesson into spoken English. The interpreter did not have prior access to the lessons/scripts. The teachers on the video provided some lecture and then periodically throughout the lessons asked the 36 questions. The hearing teacher taught each lesson with an interpreter interpreting the lessons. The interpreter had a copy of the lesson plans prior to interpreting as is the accepted best practice procedure for educational interpreters.

**Procedure**

All participants were given pre- and post-tests to measure their knowledge and understanding of the subject prior to and after receiving the lesson. The participants were seated in front of the TV monitor, the procedures were explained to them (i.e., what they would be viewing and what they were to do), and that the participants would be videotaped for subsequent analysis of their answers by the researcher. The researcher would stop the video each time the teacher asked a question to avoid problems with long-term memory. It was determined that if the participant had to wait until the end of each lesson presentation to respond to the questions, they might forget the information and this could influence their post-test answers. All participants were tested individually. The test stimuli were consisted of lectures which were not interactive. The lectures were didactic in nature.

All participants received the baseline condition in the same way. The six knowledge questions for each lesson were asked and the participants’ baseline knowledge scores on these questions provided the pre-test information. Second, the treatments (Treatment B = Direct Communication, Treatment C = Interpreted Education) were implemented and counter-balanced with each subject receiving each treatment three times (three lessons were provided in either direct or interpreted format for a total of six lesson plans). For example, one subject received the treatments in a Baseline (Pre-Test) then B-C-B-C-B-C order while the other subject received the treatments in a Baseline (Pre-Test) then C-B-C-B-C-B sequence. Nine participants received the first lesson presentation order and ten participants received the second presentation order. The participants were randomly assigned to the order presentation. After the participants viewed the lectures, they were asked the same 36 pre-test questions during the post-test. All participants gave their answers in ASL during pre-test and post-test. Their answers were recorded by a camcorder and translated into written English to document their answers into an Excel spreadsheet.

A rubric was developed for each question in each science lesson. The rubric was used to measure the subject’s acquisition of knowledge in both pre-tests and post-tests. The rubric scale for accuracy ranged from 0 to 2. “0” meant the answer was either incorrect or “I don’t know”, “1” meant the answer was somewhat correct but not fully correct, and “2” meant the participant received full credit for correct answers. The observer and reliability observer used the rubrics to assign scores and the science teachers provided consultation for the rubrics to ensure that each answer received a fair score. The overall
percentage of inter-observer agreement for student-by-lesson plan was 93.1%.

RESULTS

A repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine if the participants learned more information in one of the two Learning Situations (Direct Communication; Interpreted Education). Test (Pre-test, Post-test) was used as the repeated measure and the Learning Situations were used as within subject factors. Analyses revealed that all participants performed better on the post-test compared to their pre-test performance, F(1,18) = 120.551, p < .001. The effect size (η2 = .870) indicated that the magnitude between the pre- and post-scores was large. As a group, the children learned from the lectures. There were no significant differences between the participants’ Pre-Test performance, but analyses of their Post-Test performance revealed that the participants learned more in the Direct Communication (Post-Test M = 26.95, SD = 9.49) than in the Interpreted Education condition (Post-Test M = 17.05, SD = 8.96), F(1, 18) = 21.166, p < .001. The effect size (η2 = .543) indicated that that the magnitude of the difference was moderate. There was a significant Test x Learning Situation interaction, F(1, 18) = 28.166, p < .001, where the difference between the two Learning Situations were evident in the post-test condition but not in the pre-test condition (see Figure 1). The effect size (η2 = .610) was moderately strong indicating that children learn much better in the Direct Communication condition.

To explore whether or not participants’

![Figure 1: Participants’ performance on the science Pre-test and Post-test in the two learning situations. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.](image-url)
language background made a difference in how much they benefitted from each of the two Learning Conditions, we compared the results of the students who had deaf parents (Native Signers) and those who had hearing parents (Non-native Signers) (see Table 2 for Means and SD). A repeated measures ANOVA was used with Test (pre-test, post-test) as the repeated measure, Learning Situation (Direct Communication; Interpreted Education) as the within subject factor, and Sign Skills (Native, Non-Native) as the between subject factor. There was a significant main effect for Test where all participants performed better on the Post-test, F(1, 17) = 144.016, p < .001, η² = .894. There was a significant main effect for Learning Situation where all participants performed better in the Direct Communication condition better than in the Interpreted Education condition, F(1, 17) = 20.494, p < .001, η² = .547. The Native Signers performed better than the Non-native Signers in both Learning Situations, F(1, 17) = 8.205, p < .05. There was a small to moderate effect size (η² = .326) indicating that although there were differences between the native and non-native signers, the difference was not large. There was no significant interaction between Sign Skills and Learning Situation or between Sign Skills, Learning Situation, and Test. However, there was a significant interaction between Test and Learning Situation where participants performed better in the Post-Test condition in the Direct Communication situation, F(1, 17) = 26.639, p < .001, η² = .610 (see Figure 2).

The differences in learning between the two Learning Situations by each participant can be seen in Figure 3, which shows a student’s performance difference for Direct minus Interpreted post test results. Bars above zero indicate the student did better in the Direct Condition. Bars extending below zero indicate that the student did better in the Interpreted Condition. As can be seen, there are large individual differences among the participants, but in general, the majority of the students did better in the Direct Condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Interpreted Education</th>
<th>Direct Communication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Test</td>
<td>Post-Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-native</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Signers</td>
<td>5.40 (2.63)</td>
<td>21.20 (9.40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Max raw score = 36; Standard Deviations are in parentheses.

Table 2: Participants mean raw scores on Pre-Tests and Post-Tests in the two learning situations
These results suggest that all students can learn in both Direct Communication and Interpreted Education settings. However, even with a highly skilled interpreter, most students learned more in the Direct Communication Condition. Students who acquired sign language since birth from their deaf parents appear to be more prepared to learn in both Direct Communication and Interpreted Education conditions.

**DISCUSSION**

The native signer participants, regardless of the type of school they attended, acquired, in general, more information in both interpreted and direct communication environments than did their non-native signing peers. The interpreter in this study was highly qualified; she was a native signer (CODA), had an EIPA score of 5.0, and RID CI/CT certifications, with experience working as an educational interpreter in middle schools. However, we know that the typical educational interpreter does not have these credentials and it is probable that many deaf children have access to less than optimal interpreted lectures or interpreted classroom discourse. Therefore, many deaf students are probably missing out on significant amounts of information in their classes. The interpreter not conveying complete information combined with the fact that simply learning through an interpreter appears to be more challenging, suggests that an interpreted education may not provide a deaf student access to classroom content equal to what a hearing student experiences.

Both native signers and non-native signers did better in direct communication compared to the interpreted communication setting. It is also clear that students can vary in how well they can learn from an interpreted education. This has major implications for school systems in that it cannot be assumed that all students will benefit from an educational placement with an interpreter. When a deaf student is not making adequate progress in an
Figure 3. Percentage difference in learning between the two Learning Situations by each participant.

Note: DOD = Deaf of Deaf/Native Signer; DOH = Deaf of Hearing/Non-native signer.
interpreted setting, it should be determined whether the interpreted placement, rather than the student’s language and academic skills, is a barrier to learning.

The present study has three main limitations. First, there are a relatively small number of subjects used in this study. This small sample might not be a true representation of the entire deaf student population’s education today. A larger sample of similar study is needed to better understand the implications of deaf students’ comprehension of content produced by educational interpreters. The second limitation is that the participants’ backgrounds were not entirely examined. Their written and sign language skills were not objectively measured; however, their language preferences were noted. To address this limitation in future research, it is recommended that deaf students who participate in research like this be tested for their sign language skills using current sign language skills assessment instruments.

Replication of this study is needed to better understand the implications of what and how deaf children learn through educational interpreters in their mainstreamed environments and compare it to learning in direct communication settings. Future research studies may include Certified Deaf Interpreters in order to investigate whether that would improve learning outcomes. This study also included middle school students. Replication of this study with a wider range of ages would provide information about when children are capable of learning through an educational interpreter. It is also recommended that researchers and educators need to evaluate the delivery strategies used by teachers/interpreters such as fingerspelling, content signs, use of space and depicting verbs in the area of science.

CONCLUSION

The majority of young deaf children are being placed in mainstreamed educational settings today. This placement may represent an experiment among special education administrators, parents, and teachers of the deaf. We do not know enough about whether the mainstreamed experience with an educational interpreter provides an learning experience for a deaf child as for their hearing peers or in terms of direct access to an educator as envisioned by the Congress and lawmakers when they passed IDEA. There has been little research comparing their knowledge acquisition to that of their deaf peers in direct communication environments. This study indicates that for this group of middle school deaf students, direct communication was the better approach for acquiring new information even when the interpreter was far more qualified than what we typically see in today’s educational settings. A strong language foundation and world knowledge may be some of the most important indicators for a successful educational experience. In summary, Schick (2008, p. 351) suggests “…as an educational practice, educational interpreting is widespread, but it is not evidence-based practice.” Based on the results of the present and previous studies, we recommend further studies in this area to establish a nation-wide standard for screening students to see whether they are a good fit for direct communication or a mainstreamed setting in the future.
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